mi 020 359 universal instruction manual models iap10 - this universal instruction manual is designed to provide the user with a single concise easy to use manual that covers the key points needed for configuration calibration installation and mi 020 359 universal instruction manual models iap10 iap20 igp10 igp25 igp50 idp10 idp25 idp50, model 43ap pneumatic controller style b cexi - instruction january 1980 a siebe group company model 43ap pneumatic controller style b installation and operation controller with proportional reset and derivative actions and automatic manual transfer system optional proportional control for description see items 1 through 4 above, i a series pressure transmitters - the iap10 a absolute pressure transmitters and the igp10 a gauge pressure transmitters measure able from invensys foxboro reference documents table 1 reference documents document description iap10 and igp10 pressure transmitters instructions mi 020 369 instruction pressure seals mi 022 137 instruction bypass manifolds